
 Superior materials for longer life
 Suitable for all pool surfaces
 Plug & play installation & operation
 Suitable for energy-efficient pumps
 Super quiet operation
 Made in South Africa
 2 Year Manufacturing  

 Defects Warranty
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POWERED BY

COMPLETE WITH ACCESSORIES 



Cleaner Accessories Included

Central float

Deflector wheel

Flexi foot

Diaphragm

Finned disk

Primary hose

Hose

POWERED BY

A revolutionary float design in the pool cleaner industry.
Agiliti has introduced a completely new and compact
float solution. The market is saturated with traditional
float arms which are prone to wear and tear as well as
breakage. This new design allows the float to aid the
cleaner when navigating the pool surface offering
optimum performance while removing the need for
replacement due to wear and tear and breakage.

The deflector wheel assists to steer your Agiliti pool
cleaner away from sharp corners, steps and ladders.
It helps to ensure that your Agiliti pool cleaner won’t 
get stuck while cleaning your pool.

Agiliti’s Flexi Foot is durable and elastic allowing it to
move your cleaner effortlessly across the bottom of the 
pool and also climb the walls devouring everything in its 
path from dirt, sand, pollen, leaves, twigs and insects,
while helping to scrub away algae, loose scale and soft
calcium deposits. It is heavy duty chemical resistant
construction for long lasting performance.

Agiliti’s superior and reliable diaphragm has been
designed and perfected to enable silent, reliable
cleaning, and ultimate durability.

Agiliti’s finned disc has been designed to ensure
maximum adhesion on all pool surfaces, and eliminates
hang-ups on lights, drain covers and fittings. 

Agiliti pool cleaner offers a primary hose, this extra
flexible hose is made of durable materials which is 
connected to the head of cleaner providing the 
performance needed for the cleaner to be fast and  
efficient while handling touch corners, step and lights.

Agiliti’s hoses have been uniquely designed with  
superior materials to ensure appropriate water flow 
and enable the cleaner to remove even the toughest 
debris from your pool surface.


